BackBeat® FIT
Wherever you reach for your personal best, the flexible, sweat-proof Plantronics® BackBeat FIT wireless stereo headphones keep pace with you. BackBeat FIT delivers powerful audio but lets you hear your surroundings when you take it outside and has bright, reflective colors to add a measure of safety when you’re out for that nighttime jog or walk. The BackBeat Fit can power a week of workouts with up to eight hours of use and 16 days on standby. The custom armband secures your smartphone and easy one ear controls let you manage your music or calls without missing a beat.

- Stable, comfortable fit • Sweat-proof design plus P2i coating
- On-ear controls for calls and music • Use Day and Night • Smartphone Armband
- Up to 8 hours of listening time • Hibernates using DeepSleep mode
- Heart-pumping bass only pauses for calls • Wireless firmware updates with app

BADGER PART NUMBER:
200460-01 BackBeat® FIT, Green
206005-01 BackBeat® FIT, Black Core
206003-01 BackBeat® FIT, Fit Fuchsia
206004-01 BackBeat® FIT, Stealth Green
206002-01 BackBeat® FIT, Sport Grey
206001-01 BackBeat® FIT, Power Blue

BackBeat® PRO
Music makes any moment more personal. Every day, we stream our music at work, while running errands, relaxing, and even traveling. We seek refuge from a noisy world in our playlists and favorite stations. To make every moment your own, just slip on the new Plantronics BackBeat PRO stereo headphones to hear rich, lifelike audio from up to 330 feet away from your smartphone or tablet and control your experience using intuitive on-ear buttons and familiar-feeling dials. Immerse in your music or a movie and when a call happens to ring in, seamlessly switch connections to answer. With up to 24 continuous hours of wireless streaming power, you might need a longer playlist.

- Plantronics signature audio, open and realistic • On-demand Active Noise Canceling (ANC)
- Up to 24 hours continuous wireless streaming • Stream up to 100m/330ft from Class 1 Bluetooth® devices
- Stays charged longer using smart power management • OpenMic™ feature lets you hear your surroundings
- Automatic music play/pause when headphones are put on/removed
- Switch audio between your smartphone and tablet • Headset battery level LEDs plus on-screen meter

BADGER PART NUMBER:
200590-01 BackBeat® PRO

Encore Pro500 Series
The Plantronics EncorePro 500 headset series is an all-new generation of customer service center headsets, designed for the future, and built on experience. Three innovative models deliver greater comfort for all-day wearing, superior noise-canceling for clearer calls, and increased reliability for conversations can continue without worry. And they’ll help you meet the OSHA / Noise at Work regulations. When connected with Plantronics DA series USB adapters, you can uncover insights to make your operation run more efficiently. The EncorePro 500 series is crafted to give you the quality, power and confidence to perform – every time.

- Adjustable fit enhances all-day wearing comfort, ensuring that representatives stay fresh and engaged
- Flexible noise-canceling boom allows optimal positioning for voice clarity
- Designed for the rigors of call-intensive environments, minimizing operational disruptions and costly downtime
- Backed by industry-leading Plantronics® global service and support
- Connects to PC+Desk phone
- Premium audio from wideband voice telephony (up to 6,800 Hz), noise-canceling microphone
- SoundGuard: Acoustic limiting for protection against sounds above 118 dBA
- Limited 2-year warranty

BADGER PART NUMBER:
89433-01 HW510: Over-the-head, Monaural: 60g
89435-01 HW510V: Over-the-head, Monaural, Voice Tube: 58g
89434-01 HW520: Over-the-head, Binaural: 82g
89436-01 HW520V: Over-the-head, Binaural, Voice Tube: 80g
201500-01 HW530: Over-the-ear: 22g
88828-01 HW540: Over-the-head – 32g; Over-the-ear – 22g; Behind-the-neck 24g
203442-01 HW515 USB Over-the-head, monaural, noise cancelling
203444-01 HW525 USB Over-the-head, stereo, noise cancelling
203446-01 HW535 USB Over-the-head, monaural, noise cancelling
203474-01 HW545 USB Convertible, monaural, noise cancelling
203191-01 HW510D Over-the-head, monaural, noise cancelling
203192-01 HW520D Over-the-head, binaural, noise cancelling
203193-01 HW530D Over-the-head, monaural, noise cancelling
203194-01 HW540D Convertible, monaural, noise cancelling

Every effort has been made to ensure the integrity of this catalog. Badger Communications cannot be held responsible for any misrepresentation associated with any products due to omissions, typographic errors or misprints.
CS50™ Wireless Headset System
Over-the-Ear design is discreet and comfortable
- Range up to 350’ from your desk phone
- Wideband audio for high definition voice quality
- Conference in up to three additional headsets for enhanced collaboration
- Add remote answer/end call capability with an HL10 Handset Lifter or Electronic Hook Switch Cable
BADGER PART NUMBER:
86305-01 CS530 Over-the-Ear
86305-11 CS530 with HL10 Handset Lifter

CS510™/CS520™ Wireless Headset System
Over-the-Head design offers premium comfort and audio quality for contact center professionals
- Wideband audio for high definition voice quality
- Conference in up to three additional headsets for enhanced collaboration
- Add remote answer/end call capability with an HL10 Handset Lifter or Electronic Hook Switch Cable
BADGER PART NUMBER:
84691-01 CS510 Monaural, Over-the-head
84692-01 CS520 Binaural, Over-the-head
84691-11 CS510 with HL10 Handset Lifter
84692-11 CS520 with HL10 Handset Lifter

CS540™ Wireless Headset System
Lightest DECT wireless headset on the market
- Range up to 350’ from your desk phone
- Wideband audio for high definition voice quality
- Conference in up to three additional headsets for enhanced collaboration
- Add remote answer/end call capability with an HL10 Handset Lifter or Electronic Hook Switch Cable
BADGER PART NUMBER:
84693-01 CS540 Convertible
84693-11 CS540 with HL10 Handset Lifter

Savi® 400 Series USB Wireless Headset System
Best in-class audio in a wireless headset for use with your PC or laptop
- Features Superior DECT 6.0 technology that eliminates interference from Wi-Fi networks
- USB plug-and-play adapter features digital signal processing and wideband audio
- Noise-cancelling microphone filters out background noise and SoundGuard® technology protects against audio spikes
- Convertible includes over-the-head, over-the-ear, and behind-the-neck wearing styles
BADGER PART NUMBER:
83359-01 W440 Convertible
83372-01 W440-M* Convertible
82396-11 W430 Over-the-Ear
82397-11 W430-M* Over-the-Ear
*Certified for Skype for Business and Optimized for Microsoft Lync

Savi® 700 Multi-device Wireless Headset System
Enjoy a wireless headset system that unifies communication for your PC, desk phone and mobile phone calls
- Features the lightest DECT wireless headset on the market (W740/745)
- Hands-free mobility up to 350’ for calls, webinars and listening to multimedia
- Noise-canceling microphone, digital signal processing and wideband PC and desk phone audio support for business class sound quality
- Conference in up to three additional headsets, and guests can continue through multiple calls
- Adaptive power system delivers longer talk and standby times
- Convertible includes over-the-head, over-the-ear, and behind-the-neck wearing styles (W740/745)
- Add remote answer/end call capability with an HL10 Handset Lifter or Electronic Hook Switch Cable
BADGER PART NUMBER:
83542-01 W740 Convertible
84001-01 W740-M* Convertible
86507-01 W745 Convertible, unlimited talk-time
83543-11 W730 Over-the-Ear
84002-11 W730-M* Over-the-Ear
83544-01 W720 Over-the-Head, Binaural
83545-01 W710 Over-the-Head, Monaural
*Certified for Skype for Business and Optimized for Microsoft Lync

Voyager Legend CS
Bluetooth Headset System
- Roam up to 33 feet from desktop charging base or mobile device
- Advanced WindSmart® technology provides three layers of wind protection
- SoundGuard® technology provides protection against audio spikes
- Automatically answers calls simply by placing on your ear
- Automatically transfers calls between mobile phone and headset
BADGER PART NUMBER:
88863-01 Voyager Focus UC
88863-11 Voyager Focus UC bundle

Voyager Focus UC
88863-01 Voyager Focus UC
88863-11 Voyager Focus UC bundle
**HEADSETS - DESKTOP SOLUTIONS**

**S11™**
Audio Processor and Over-the-Head Headset System
- Connects to Single- or Multi-Line Phones
- Headset/Handset Switch
- Mute
- Volume/Tone Control
- Includes Over-the-Head Headset, Noise-canceling Mic, Call Clarity™ Technology, Headset Stand Included
- Color: Black

BADGER PART NUMBER: 65148-11

**T110™**
Single-Line Headset Phone with Base Keypad
- Complete Headset with Base Keypad
- 12# Keypad
- Flash
- Tone Control
- Volume Controls
- Tone/Pulse
- Mute
- Includes Convertible Headset (45647-04) for Over-the-Head or Over-the-Ear Wearing Style
- On-Line Indicator Light
- Redial
- Noise-canceling
- Headset Stand
- On/Off Switch
- Color: Black

BADGER PART NUMBER: 204549-01

**Blackwire® 200 Series**
Corded Headset with 3.5mm Connection
- Take PC calls using plug-and-play simplicity with easy to use mute and volume controls
- Simple and intuitive controls with visual indicator for mute status
- Noise-cancelling microphone filters out background sound while hi-fi stereo (C225) delivers clear audio
- Soft, foam ear cushions fold flat for easy storage
- Backed by Plantronics industry leading global service and support
- Two (2) year limited warranty

BADGER PART NUMBER:
205203-12 C215, Monaural
205204-12 C225, Stereo

**Blackwire® 310/320 Series**
USB Corded Headsets
- Lightweight metal headband offers durability and a customizable, comfortable fit
- Intuitive inline controls to answer/end calls, control volume, and mute
- Smartly placed indicator lights and helpful audio alerts give user call, mute, and volume status
- Wideband audio with noise-canceling for high-quality PC telephony
- Dynamic EQ feature automatically adjusts audio for voice or multimedia use
- Noise-canceling microphone filters out background sound
- Enhanced digital signal processing (DSP) provides more natural voice sound
- SoundGuard® technology provides protection against audio spikes

BADGER PART NUMBER:
85618-102 C310 Monaural
85618-101 C310-M Monaural (Microsoft)
85619-102 C320 Stereo
85619-101 C320-M Stereo (Microsoft)

Every effort has been made to ensure the integrity of this catalog. Badger Communications cannot be held responsible for any misrepresentation associated with any products due to omissions, typographic errors or misprints.
DA Series
USB Audio Processors
- Remotely monitor and maintain audio devices
- Acoustic exposure algorithms help meet local regulations
- Superior noise cancellation with automatic gain control
- Provides walkaway convenience with QD-equipped headsets
BADGER PART NUMBER:
201851-01 DA70
201852-01 DA80
201853-01 DA90

DA55 to DA60 Upgrade Kit
- Kit includes: PerSono Pro Software, replacement cable with in-line controls
BADGER PART NUMBER:
66037-01

HL10™ Handset Lifter
Accessory for Professional Wireless Headset Systems
- Adds the convenience of one-touch answering and ending calls
- Automatically lifts and replaces your desk phone handset so you won’t miss important calls while moving around the office
BADGER PART NUMBER:
60961-35

Electronic Hookswitch Cables (EHS)
- Provides remote desk phone call control (answer/end) for CS500 and Savi 700 Series systems
- Compatible with many of the most popular office desk phones
- For non-compatible desk phones, choose the HL10 Handset Lifter
BADGER PART NUMBER:
37818-11 APS-11 EHS Cable, Siemens/Funkwerk
38908-11 APA-23 EHS Cable, Alcatel
38350-12 APC-42 EHS Cable, Cisco
38439-11 APP-51 EHS Cable, Polycom
38734-11 APV-63 EHS Cable, Avaya

CT14
DECT™ 6.0 Cordless Headset Phone
- Single-line hands-free landline telephone system
- Interference-free, Wi-Fi®-friendly DECT™ 6.0 technology
- Ultra-compact dial pad with up to 300-foot range from base features integrated belt clip
- Up to 10 hours of talk time 8 days standby time
- Features redial, mute and supports Caller ID/Call Waiting and voicemail
- Intercom and Conferencing feature between multiple units
- Convertible noise-canceling headset can be worn over-the-head or over-the-ear
- One-stop charging base includes built-in headset stand
BADGER PART NUMBER:
80057-11

S12™
Convertible Headset Audio Processor System
- Connects to Single- or Multi-Line Phones • Headset/Handset Switch • Mute • Volume Control
- Includes Convertible Headset for Over-the-Head or Over-the-Ear Use (65219-01)
- Noise-canceling Mic • Firefly® In-Use Indicator • Headset Stand Included • AC-Powered
- Call Clarity™ Technology • Color: Black
BADGER PART NUMBER:
65145-01
Every effort has been made to ensure the integrity of this catalog. Badger Communications cannot be held responsible for any misrepresentation associated with any products due to omissions, typographic errors or misprints.
Blackwire® 315/325 Series
USB Corded Headsets with 3.5mm Connection
• Easily manage calls from PC, smartphone or tablet with USB or 3.5mm connectivity
• Ultra-soft leatherette ear cushions fold flat for easy storage and portability in the included carrying case
• Lightweight metal headband offers durability and a customizable, comfortable fit
• Intuitive inline controls to answer/end PC calls, control volume, and mute
• Smartly placed indicator lights and helpful audio alerts give user PC call, mute, and volume status

BADGER PART NUMBER:
204440-02 C315 Monaural
204446-02 C325 Stereo
204446-01 C325-M Stereo (Microsoft)
204440-01 C315-M Monaural (Microsoft)

Blackwire® 400 Series
USB Corded Headset
• Low profile design is ideal for video conferencing, PC telephony, and other multimedia applications
• Durable, portable design easily tucks into travel case, ideal for professionals on-the-go
• Answer/end/mute controls simplify call management while inline indicator lights show call or mute status
• Noise-canceling microphone reduces background noise
• Wideband delivers heightened speech clarity, providing the best possible PC audio quality

BADGER PART NUMBER:
85800-01 C435 (Standard)
85801-01 C435-M (Microsoft)

Blackwire® 500 Series
USB Corded Headset
• Smart Sensor technology lets you answer a call by simply putting on the headset
• One-touch call answer/end, vol +/-, and mute
• Inline indicator lights and user friendly audio alerts the user to connection, mute and volume status
• Dynamic EQ automatically adjusts audio settings between voice calls and music
• Digital Signal Processing (DSP) provides natural voice sound

BADGER PART NUMBER:
88860-01 CS10 Over-the-head, Monaural (Standard)
88860-02 CS10-M Over-the-head, Monaural (Microsoft)
88861-01 CS20 Over-the-head, Stereo (Standard)
88861-02 CS20-M Over-the-head, Stereo (Microsoft)

Blackwire® 700 Series
USB Corded Headset
• Simple USB connectivity to your PC or detachable cable to take your mobile calls throughout the office
• Intuitive inline controls to answer/end PC and mobile calls, control volume, and mute
• Dynamic EQ automatically adjusts audio settings between voice calls and music
• Integrated A2DP lets you listen to streaming media from your mobile phone or tablet

BADGER PART NUMBER:
87505-02 C710 Over-the-head, Monaural (Standard)
87505-01 C710-M Over-the-head, Monaural (Microsoft)
87506-12 C720 Over-the-head, Stereo (Standard)
87506-11 C720-M Over-the-head, Stereo (Microsoft)

Blackwire® 725
USB Headset with Active Noise Canceling
• Connects to PC and Mac via USB
• Ideal for Users in noisy environments with PC/Mac audio communications; featuring smart sensor technology
• SoundGuard: Sound leveling for listening comfort and acoustic limiting for protection against sounds above 118 dBA
• Smart sensor technology lets you answer a call by simply putting on the headset
• 2-year warranty

BADGER PART NUMBER:
202580-01 C725
202581-01 C725-M

View our searchable electronic catalog at: www.badgercommunications.com
Voyager® Edge UC
Bluetooth® Headset
- Manage PC and smartphone or tablet calls from a single headset
- Portable Bluetooth® mini USB adapter for always-ready PC connectivity
- Up to 6 hours of talk time; up to 16 with charging case; up to 7 days standby time
- Integrated A2DP lets you listen to streaming media from your mobile phone or tablet
- Automatically transfers calls between mobile phone and headset

BADGER PART NUMBER:
202310-01 B2SS
202320-01 B2SSM

Headset Audio Processors and Adapters

MX10™
Switcher-Modular Headset Audio Processor Base + PC Port
- Connects with a Telephone and PC
- Integrated Computer/Headset Adapter • Mute
- Mix PC and telephony audio
- Headset or Handset Select
- Modular Connection • QD Headset Plug
- 3.5 mm Plugs for PC Sound Card
- For Use with “H” Series Headsets
- SoundGuard® Plus and Call Clarity™
- Separate Incoming and Outgoing Volume Control
- Color: Black

BADGER PART NUMBER:
43404-01

P10™
Plug-Prong Type Headset Audio Processor
- Plugs into operator consoles
- Easy to install and use
- Durable and portable
- Volume adjust and automatic gain control
- Quick-Disconnect for added freedom
- Color: Black

BADGER PART NUMBER:
29362-01

SHS1890™
Push-To-Talk Audio Processor
- Allows Use of Any H-Series Headset Top in 6-Wire Controller an Dispatch Operation

BADGER PART NUMBER:
60825-310 PTT with 10-Foot Cord
60825-315 PTT with 15-Foot Cord
60825-325 PTT with 25-Foot Cord

Headset Audio Processors and Adapters

Vista® M22
Modular Headset Audio Processor
- Offers superior voice clarity with Clearline audio technology
- Delivers optimized audio levels for superior listening comfort – whatever the call
- Echo management for clearer calls
- Protection from loud noises
- Reduces background noise for clearer calls
- Volume, headset/handset and mute controls
- Adjustable incoming and outgoing volume
- One-button selection of headset or handset

BADGER PART NUMBER:
43596-64

VistaPlus® AP15
Audio Processor for Contact Centers
- Superior voice clarity from DSP-based audio
- Advanced audio algorithms for clearer calls
- Echo cancellation
- Incoming noise reduction and startle protection with AudioIQ®
- Reduces outbound background noise
- Automatically compensates for changing noise levels
- Optimizes audio levels for comfortable listening
- Volume, headset/handset and mute controls
- One-button selection of headset or handset

BADGER PART NUMBER:
79960-01
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**Voyager Focus UC**

Stereo Bluetooth headset
- Works seamlessly across laptops, Bluetooth-enabled desk phones, mobile phones and tablets
- Smart sensors answer calls by simply putting on the headset, mute by taking the headset off and pause/resume music
- Precision tuned triple-mics with enhanced DSP for superior background noise canceling
- High-quality stereo design provides hi-fi stereo sound and an immersive audio experience

**BADGER PART NUMBER:**
- 202652-01 B825
- 202652-02 B825-M

---

**Voyager Legend™ UC**

Bluetooth® Headset System
- Multi-device connectivity to manage PC and mobile phone calls
  - Smart Sensor™ technology for a seamless and intuitive user experience
  - Triple-mic AudioIQ® DSP for noise cancellation
  - Stream music, podcasts and GPS with A2DP support
  - Use your voice to answer incoming calls and for a host of other commands

**BADGER PART NUMBER:**
- 87670-01 B235
- 87680-01 B235-M*

*Certified for Skype for Business and Optimized for Microsoft Lync.

---

**Voyager 5200 UC**

Bluetooth Headset System
- Four adaptive microphones and proprietary DSP work together to reduce disruptive background noise
- Six layers of WindSmart technology ensure your voice comes through clearly
- Enhanced voice alerts announce caller ID, mute, connection status and talk time level
- Rigorously-tested ergonomic design for all-day comfort
- Simply say “answer” or “ignore” to manage incoming calls

**BADGER PART NUMBER:**
- 206110-01 Voyager 5200 UC

---

**Calisto® 610**

USB Bluetooth® Speakerphone System
- Connects to PC via USB
- Ideal for team calls in small and medium-sized work areas
- Improves meeting productivity by reducing echo, cut-outs, and background noise
- Full duplex, conference quality audio with 360-degree room coverage
- Wideband audio for high-quality PC telephony

**BADGER PART NUMBER:**
- 201859-01 P610
- 201859-02 P610-M

---

**Calisto® 620**

USB Bluetooth® Speakerphone System
- Portable, wireless speakerphone unifies PC and mobile phone communications
- Intuitive call controls; answer/end, mute, volume
- Full duplex, wideband audio with 360 degree room coverage
- Connects to mobile phone and to PC with USB adapter
- Ideal for transforming any workspace into a conference room

**BADGER PART NUMBER:**
- 86700-01 P620
- 86701-01 P620-M*

*Certified for Skype for Business and Optimized for Microsoft Lync.

---

**Voyager Focus UC**

Stereo Bluetooth headset
- Works seamlessly across laptops, Bluetooth-enabled desk phones, mobile phones and tablets
- Smart sensors answer calls by simply putting on the headset, mute by taking the headset off and pause/resume music
- Precision tuned triple-mics with enhanced DSP for superior background noise canceling
- High-quality stereo design provides hi-fi stereo sound and an immersive audio experience

**BADGER PART NUMBER:**
- 202652-01 B825
- 202652-02 B825-M

---

**Voyager 5200 UC**

Bluetooth Headset System
- Four adaptive microphones and proprietary DSP work together to reduce disruptive background noise
- Six layers of WindSmart technology ensure your voice comes through clearly
- Enhanced voice alerts announce caller ID, mute, connection status and talk time level
- Rigorously-tested ergonomic design for all-day comfort
- Simply say “answer” or “ignore” to manage incoming calls

**BADGER PART NUMBER:**
- 206110-01 Voyager 5200 UC

---

**Calisto® 610**

USB Bluetooth® Speakerphone System
- Connects to PC via USB
- Ideal for team calls in small and medium-sized work areas
- Improves meeting productivity by reducing echo, cut-outs, and background noise
- Full duplex, conference quality audio with 360-degree room coverage
- Wideband audio for high-quality PC telephony

**BADGER PART NUMBER:**
- 201859-01 P610
- 201859-02 P610-M

---

**Voyager Legend™ UC**

Bluetooth® Headset System
- Multi-device connectivity to manage PC and mobile phone calls
  - Smart Sensor™ technology for a seamless and intuitive user experience
  - Triple-mic AudioIQ® DSP for noise cancellation
  - Stream music, podcasts and GPS with A2DP support
  - Use your voice to answer incoming calls and for a host of other commands

**BADGER PART NUMBER:**
- 87670-01 B235
- 87680-01 B235-M*

*Certified for Skype for Business and Optimized for Microsoft Lync.

---

**Voyager 5200 UC**

Bluetooth Headset System
- Four adaptive microphones and proprietary DSP work together to reduce disruptive background noise
- Six layers of WindSmart technology ensure your voice comes through clearly
- Enhanced voice alerts announce caller ID, mute, connection status and talk time level
- Rigorously-tested ergonomic design for all-day comfort
- Simply say “answer” or “ignore” to manage incoming calls

**BADGER PART NUMBER:**
- 206110-01 Voyager 5200 UC

---

**Calisto® 610**

USB Bluetooth® Speakerphone System
- Connects to PC via USB
- Ideal for team calls in small and medium-sized work areas
- Improves meeting productivity by reducing echo, cut-outs, and background noise
- Full duplex, conference quality audio with 360-degree room coverage
- Wideband audio for high-quality PC telephony

**BADGER PART NUMBER:**
- 201859-01 P610
- 201859-02 P610-M

---

**Voyager® Edge**

Bluetooth® Headset
- Charging case enables up to 16 hours talk time • Announces incoming caller ID • Sensors route and auto-answer calls
- Tap and pair with NFC smartphones • Speaks several languages • Moisture-resistant coating on headset and charging case • Free Plantronics Find MyHeadset™ app for Android™

**BADGER PART NUMBER:**
- 201010-01

---

View our searchable electronic catalog at: [www.badgercommunications.com](http://www.badgercommunications.com)
Plantronics Device-as-a-Service (DaaS) Pro is an easy, budget friendly headset and services subscription program ideal for SMB and mid-market customers. Our program allows Cloud Service Providers to offer business-critical audio devices to their customers in simple payment plans without worrying about buying, selling or servicing them. Our scalable program helps your customers realize the full potential of their UC deployment by freeing them up to choose the right headsets for the job without significant upfront costs.

Facilitated by Plantronics care, continuity, and upgrade services, your customers will have working headsets and service levels for the life of their contract.

For Cloud Service Providers

You Get:
- A great high-value hardware and service extension to your current cloud services offerings
- A continuing revenue stream that doesn’t impact your cash flow – we handle the logistics, support and financing.

Your customers get:
- A simple and flexible model – they pay monthly for a fixed term
- A one-stop shop facility for all their cloud service needs – from you, their trusted partner
- Access to market-leading Plantronics headset technology that they can match to their users’ work styles.

Blackwire® 510
Corded USB monaural headset
For PC-centric professionals who want to keep one ear on the conversation and the other on their environment

Blackwire® 520
Corded USB stereo headset
For PC-centric professionals who want to block out background noise

Voyager® Legend UC
Wireless Bluetooth®
For mobile professionals who use PC audio, mobile phone, or tablet communications

Savi® 745
Wireless DECT™/Bluetooth with charging cradle
For office professionals who use a mix of PC, mobile and desk phone communications

CS540™
Wireless DECT™ Headset System
For office and desk-centric workers looking for a simple-to-set-up, simple-to-use wireless offering for managing desk phone calls

DA80™
USB Audio Processor
When you deploy softphones in your customer service center, Plantronics DA Series USB audio processors deliver a more complete audio experience by providing context for every call.

EncorePro 510/520
Customer Service Headsets
The Plantronics EncorePro 500 Series is an all-new generation of headsets for customer service centers and offices, designed for the future, and built on experience.

EncorePro 710/720
Customer Service Headsets
The highest performance headsets for highest performing employees deliver award-winning design, luxurious comfort, and a premium look and feel.
## Headset Accessories

### Ear Cushions
- **Ear Cushion Replacement**
  - **BADGER PART NUMBER:**
    - 43937-01: DuoSet
    - 60967-01: DuoPro
    - 40709-01: SupraPlus/Encore (Pair) Doughnut
    - 19025-01: Encore (Pair) Leatherette
    - 67712-01: SupraPlus (pair) Leatherette
    - 61871-01: SupraPlus/Encore (Pair) Supersoft
    - 43299-01: DuoSet Only Foam/Cushion

### Headband
- **Headband Replacement**
  - **BADGER PART NUMBER:**
    - 43298-03: DuoSet/M17X (Mobile)—Headband
    - 60966-01: DuoPro/H151—Headband

### Voice Tubes
- **Attitubes Voice Tube Replacement**
  - **Colors:** Clear Tube
  - **BADGER PART NUMBER:**
    - 17593-01: Supra/Mirage/StarSet
    - 29960-01: Encore, DuoSet, TriStar, DuoPro, SupraPlus

### In-Line Mute Switch
- **Optional In-Line Mute Switch**
  - **BADGER PART NUMBER:**
    - 27708-01: Encore/Mirage/TriStar, DuoSet/DuoPro/SupraPlus

### Background Noise Suppressor
- **Optional BNS Cup for 17593/29960 VTs**
  - **BADGER PART NUMBER:**
    - 10757-00: Supra/Encore/Mirage/TriStar

### Pivot Ball Ring
- **Optional Pivot Ball Ring for DuoSet**
  - **BADGER PART NUMBER:**
    - 45650-03: Supra/Encore/Mirage/TriStar/DuoSet/DuoPro/SupraPlus

### Ear Loops
- **Replacement Ear Loops**
  - **BADGER PART NUMBER:**
    - 45651-01: DuoSet - Flexible EarLoop
    - 60965-01: DuoPro - Flexible EarLoop

### QD Lock
- **Optional Quick-Disconnect Lock**
  - **BADGER PART NUMBER:**
    - 62976-01: Supra/Encore/Mirage/TriStar/DuoSet/DuoPro/SupraPlus

### Plug-AMP Adapter
- **Spare Adapter-Mod Plug to Amp**
  - **BADGER PART NUMBER:**
    - 18709-01: M22

### Neck Band
- **Optional Neck Band**
  - **BADGER PART NUMBER:**
    - 62800-01: DuoPro

### Clothing Clip
- **Relieves Weight of Cord and Keeps it in Place**
  - **BADGER PART NUMBER:**
    - 43220-01: SupraPlus/Duo Set/Duo Pro
    - 29961-01: TriStar, Encore

### OLI Extension Cord
- **Optional OLI Extension Cord**
  - **BADGER PART NUMBER:**
    - 46429-01: A20, CA10, CS50/CS55, CS70

### Eyeglass Clip
- **Optional Eyeglass Clip**
  - **BADGER PART NUMBER:**
    - 40700-01: TriStar/Mirage/FreeHand

### Coil Cord to QD Modular Plug
- **Optional Coiled Quick-Disconnect to Modular Cord**
  - **BADGER PART NUMBER:**
    - 26716-01: A20/A22, M12/M22

---
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ONLINE STORE
we’ve got you covered

FREE STANDARD SHIPPING
• For all orders that qualify for standard ground shipping, some exclusions apply.

QUOTES
Easily view, create and modify quotes inside our online store. When you’re ready you can convert to an order with the click of a button.

WHAT’S IN STOCK?
Our stock quantities are clearly displayed in real-time.

ORDER HISTORY
View the order history for your entire company from the ORDER HISTORY tab on our Online Store.

715-672-4200
The Badger Communications team is available Monday-Friday 8am-4:30pm.

Technical and Design Support
The Badger Support Team will help you understand which hardware and software your Avaya systems need to ensure your customer has the features they need.

Save time and headache on your next install by having the Badger team pre-program your next Avaya system.

TRAINING
Choose our introductory classes to refresh or take your first steps into the world of Avaya and IP Office.

You can even sell an IP Office and program it during training at Badger.
H570e Headset
Enterprise-grade communication, comfortable fit and unmatched by the competition.
• Padded, metal-reinforced headband and replaceable leatherette earpads
• Intuitive inline controls
• Digital signal processing (DSP)
• Logitech Sound Protection
BADGER PART NUMBER:
981-000570 Mono H570e
981-000574 Stereo H570e

H650e Headset
Comfortable, stylish enterprise quality communication for all-day productivity.
• Dynamic equalizer
• Acoustic echo cancelation and noise-cancelling microphone
• In-call LED indicator light
• Flexible microphone boom
• Quick-access inline controller
• Flat no-tangle cable
• Logitech Sound Protection
BADGER PART NUMBER:
981-000513 Mono H650e
981-000518 Stereo H650e

H820e Headset
Enterprise-grade wireless communication for maximum UC productivity.
• DECT spectrum wireless connectivity
• In-call LED indicator light
• On-boom mute button and mute indicator LED light
• Intuitive on-ear call controls
• Up to 10 hours of wideband talk time
• Logitech Sound Protection
BADGER PART NUMBER:
981-000511 Mono H820e
981-000516 Dual H820e
Corded Headsets

SC230
Monaural, Noise-Cancelling Call Center Headset
- Noise cancelling microphone
- ActiveGard™ hearing protection
- CircleFlex™ technology provides an instant, custom fit
- Can directly connect to all major phone systems (cable required)
BADGER PART NUMBER: SC230

SH230
Monaural, Light-weight Communication Headset
- Ball-mounted speaker capsule
- Omni-directional microphone
- Detachable headband for quick conversion with EC01 earclips or SNB01 neckband (sold separately)
- ActiveGard hearing protection circuit
- 2-Year warranty (cable required)
BADGER PART NUMBER: SH230

SH350
Binaural, Noise-Cancelling Headset
- Binaural office and contact center headset
- Noise-cancelling microphone for exceptional audio performance
- Rugged-yet-light-weight construction
- Large-sized earcup fold flat
- ActiveGard hearing protection circuit
- 2-Year warranty (cable required)
BADGER PART NUMBER: SH350

CC510
Premium, Monaural Ultra Noise-Cancelling Headset
- Ultra noise-cancelling microphone
- Durable construction with extra headband padding and support
- Detachable headband for quick conversion with EC01 ear clips or SNB01 neckband (sold separately)
- ActiveGard hearing protection circuit
- 2-Year warranty (cable required)
BADGER PART NUMBER: CC510

SC260
Binaural, Noise-Cancelling Call Center Headset
- Noise cancelling microphone
- ActiveGard hearing protection
- CircleFlex technology provides an instant, custom fit
- Can directly connect to all major phone systems (cable required)
BADGER PART NUMBER: SC260

SH250
Binaural, Light-weight Communication Headset
- Ball-mounted speaker capsule for an instant custom fit
- Binaural headset
- Omni-directional microphone
- ActiveGard hearing protection circuit safeguards the user’s hearing
- 2-Year warranty (cable required)
BADGER PART NUMBER: SH250

SH330
Monaural, Noise-Cancelling Headset
- Noise-cancelling microphone for clear speech transmission
- Rugged-yet-light-weight construction for heavy usage
- Detachable headband for quick conversion with EC01 earclips or SNB01 neckband (sold separately)
- ActiveGard hearing protection circuit safeguards the user’s hearing
- 2-Year warranty (cable required)
BADGER PART NUMBER: SH330

CC520
Premium, Binaural Ultra Noise-Cancelling Headset
- Binaural headset
- Ultra noise-cancelling microphone for the best rejection of background noise
- Durable construction with extra headband padding for all day comfort
- ActiveGard hearing protection circuit safeguards the user’s hearing
- 2-Year warranty (cable required)
BADGER PART NUMBER: CC520

BADGER PART NUMBER: CC540
Binaural Headset with Large Earcups
BADGER PART NUMBER: CC550
Binaural Headset with XL Earcups

Every effort has been made to ensure the integrity of this catalog. Badger Communications cannot be held responsible for any misrepresentation associated with any products due to omissions, typographic errors or misprints.
HEADSETS

IP Wideband Corded Headsets

**SH230IP**
Monaural, Light-Weight Wideband Headset
- Wideband voice functionality
- Call-center-tested durability
- Can directly connect to all major phone systems (cable required)

**BADGER PART NUMBER: SH230IP**

![SH230IP](image)

**SH350IP**
Binaural, Wideband Communications Headset
- Noise cancelling microphone
- Wideband voice functionality
- Dual-sided headset with large earcups
- Can directly connect to all major phone systems (cable required)

**BADGER PART NUMBER: SH350IP**

![SH350IP](image)

**CC515IP**
Monaural, Wideband Communications Headset
- Wideband voice functionality
- Ultra-Noise cancelling microphone
- Single-sided headset with large earcups
- Can directly connect to all major phone systems (cable required)

**BADGER PART NUMBER: CC515IP**

![CC515IP](image)

**CC520IP**
Binaural, Wideband Communications Headset
- Wideband voice functionality
- Ultra-Noise cancelling microphone
- Dual-sided headset with low-profile earcups
- Can directly connect to all major phone systems (cable required)

**BADGER PART NUMBER: CC520IP**

![CC520IP](image)

**CC550IP**
Binaural, Wideband Communications Headset
- Superior fit with larger ear cushions
- HD Voice Clarity
- Boosted productivity
- Precision positioning (cable required)

**BADGER PART NUMBER: CC550IP**

![CC550IP](image)

**SH330IP**
Monaural, Wideband Communications Headset
- Wideband voice functionality
- Call-center-tested durability
- Can directly connect to all major phone systems (cable required)

**BADGER PART NUMBER: SH330IP**

![SH330IP](image)

**CC550IP**
Monaural, Wideband Communications Headset
- Wideband voice functionality
- Call-center-tested durability
- Can directly connect to all major phone systems (cable required)

**BADGER PART NUMBER: CC550IP**

View our searchable electronic catalog at: www.badgercommunications.com
SD Office
Convertible Wireless Headset - DECT Headset
- Premium design – crafted for best comfort
- Sennheiser HD voice clarity – wideband sound for natural listening experiences
- High comfort wearing styles - choose between ear hook and headband wearing style
- Full workday talk time – 8 hours in wideband sound mode and 12 hours in narrowband sound mode
- Re-charge 50% of your battery in 20 minutes – intelligent fast charging
- Long distance wireless range – in typical office building: up to 180 ft and in line of sight: up to 590 ft

BADGER PART NUMBER: SDOFFICE

SD Pro 1
Single-sided DECT headset
- Iconic design – crafted for best comfort
- Sennheiser HD voice clarity – wideband sound for natural listening experiences
- Pairing for desk sharing and phone conferences – intuitive and easy to set up
- Full workday talk time – 8 hours in wideband sound mode and 12 hours in narrowband sound mode
- Re-charge 50% of your battery in 20 minutes – intelligent fast charging
- Long distance wireless range – in typical office building: up to 180 ft and in line of sight: up to 590 ft

BADGER PART NUMBER: SDPRO1

SD Pro 2
Binaural Wireless Headset - DECT Headset
- Double-Sided Wearing Comfort- Large leatherette ear-pads for exceptional wearing comfort
- Intuitive Call Control- Answer/end a call, mute microphone and adjust volume directly on the headset
- Ultra Noise-Canceling Microphone- Filters out unwanted background noise for crystal-clear conversations
- Sennheiser ActiveGard®- Sennheiser’s innovative and patented hearing protection technology against acoustic shock

BADGER PART NUMBER: SDPRO2

D10 Series
Streamlined Single-sided Wireless DECT Headsets
The streamlined design of the new series of Sennheiser D10 wireless DECT headsets makes no compromises when it comes to exceptional sound. Its single connectivity to either a desk phone or softphone/PC makes it plug and play simple to roll out and manage - the perfect headset solution for all sizes of companies. D10 puts the freedom of a wireless solution within reach of even more everyday users.
- Connect directly to your softphone/PC
- 8 hours in wideband and 12 hours in narrowband sound mode
- Re-charge 50% of the battery in 20 minutes
- Sennheiser’s innovative and patented hearing protection technology against acoustic shock
- Choose between ear hook and headband
- Filters out unwanted background noise for crystal-clear conversations

BADGER PART NUMBER:
D10 Single-sided wireless DECT headset designed to work with desk phone
D10 USB Single-sided wireless DECT headset for UC professionals using softphone/PC
D10 USB ML Single-sided wireless DECT headset for UC professionals using Skype for Business
USB CORDED HEADSETS

SC 230/SC 260 USB CTRL II
Sennheiser CIRCLE™ SC 230 USB CTRL II (single-sided) and SC 260 USB CTRL II (dual-sided) headsets, feature an in-line call control unit and work seamlessly with all UC platforms. With Sennheiser Voice Clarity, a noise-cancelling microphone and a lightweight, ergonomic design for all day use, they are the perfect tools when clear communication and long-term user comfort are crucial to the job in hand.

OPTIMIZED FOR UNIFIED COMMUNICATIONS
Get the most out of your UC solution. All major UC and soft phone brands are supported.

SENNHEISER VOICE CLARITY
Wideband sound for a natural listening experience while a noise-cancelling microphone filters out ambient noise for optimum speech clarity.

IN-LINE CALL CONTROL UNIT
Improve workflow with an ergonomic, simple to use, fingertip controlled, in-line call control unit for seamless call management.

BUILT TO LAST
The durable construction with lightweight, metal reinforced headband is designed for years of continuous use.

BEST IN CLASS COMFORT
For long-lasting user comfort, CIRCLE™ headsets feature CircleFlex® dual-hinge ear cups with acoustic foam ear pads with soft leatherette cover.

SENNHEISER ACTIVEGARD®
Hearing protection technology protects users from acoustic shock and sudden sound surges.

BADGER PART NUMBER:
SC 230 USB CTRL II  Wideband, single-sided professional communication headset with USB connector, noise cancelling mic, and Call Control
SC 260 USB CTRL II  Wideband, dual-sided professional communication headset with USB connector, noise cancelling mic, and Call Control

SC 230/260 USB MS II
Sennheiser CIRCLE™ SC 230 USB MS II (single-sided) and SC 260 USB MS II (dual-sided) headsets are certified for Skype for Business. With Sennheiser Voice Clarity, a noise-cancelling microphone and ergonomic design for all day use, they are the perfect tools when clear communication and long-term user comfort are crucial to the job in hand.

CERTIFIED FOR SKYPE FOR BUSINESS
Maximize the communication potential of your Skype for Business investment.

SENNHEISER VOICE CLARITY
Wideband sound for a natural listening experience while a noise-cancelling microphone filters out ambient noise for optimum speech clarity.

IN-LINE CALL CONTROL UNIT
Improve workflow with an ergonomic, simple to use, fingertip controlled, in-line call control unit for seamless call management.

BUILT TO LAST
The durable construction with lightweight, metal reinforced headband is designed for years of continuous use.

BEST IN CLASS COMFORT
For long-lasting user comfort, CIRCLE™ headsets feature CircleFlex® dual-hinge ear cups with acoustic foam ear pads with soft leatherette cover.

SENNHEISER ACTIVEGARD®
Hearing protection technology protects users from acoustic shock and sudden sound surges.

BADGER PART NUMBER:
SC 230 USB MS II  Single-sided professional communication headset with USB connector and noise cancelling mic. Certified for Skype for Business.
SC 260 USB MS II  Dual-sided professional communication headset with USB connector and noise cancelling mic. Certified for Skype for Business.

SC 30/SC 60
Headsets in the Culture™ Series are high-quality and great value. All headsets deliver crisp, clear Sennheiser sound and direct call-handling. The headsets are fully compatible with leading Unified Communications solutions and are designed to make your office workers more productive.
• Sennheiser Voice Clarity – wideband stereo sound for a natural listening experience
• ActiveGard® technology provides hearing protection against acoustic shock
• Optimum speech clarity through noise canceling microphone

BADGER PART NUMBER:
SC 30  Single-sided
SC 60  Dual-sided

View our searchable electronic catalog at: www.badgercommunications.com
USB Corded Headsets

SC40 USB CTRL
A single-sided, wired headset compatible with all major Unified Communications platforms, offering instant fit, excellent sound and refined styling. Sennheiser Voice Clarity and a noise-cancelling microphone optimize speech intelligibility. A choice of acoustic foam ear pad or soft, removable leatherette cover provides immediate wearing comfort.

BADGER PART NUMBER:
SC40 USB CTRL

SC70 USB CTRL
A double-sided, wired headset compatible with all major Unified Communications platforms, offering instant fit, excellent sound and refined styling. Sennheiser Voice Clarity and a noise-cancelling microphone optimize speech intelligibility. A choice of acoustic foam ear pads or soft, removable leatherette covers provide immediate wearing comfort.

BADGER PART NUMBER:
SC70 USB CTRL

SC40 USB MS
A single-sided, wired headset certified for Skype for Business, with instant fit, excellent sound and refined styling. Sennheiser Voice Clarity and a noise-cancelling microphone optimize speech intelligibility. A choice of acoustic foam ear pad or soft, removable leatherette cover provides immediate wearing comfort.

BADGER PART NUMBER:
SC40 USB MS

SC70 USB MS
A double-sided, wired headset certified for Skype for Business, with instant fit, excellent sound and refined styling. Sennheiser Voice Clarity and a noise-cancelling microphone optimize speech intelligibility. A choice of acoustic foam ear pads or soft, removable leatherette covers provide immediate wearing comfort.

BADGER PART NUMBER:
SC70 USB MS

SC 630 USB CTRL/SC 660 USB CTRL
Premium wired headsets designed specifically for all-day use with Unified Communications (UC) and softphones in busy contact centers and offices. Built to withstand the rigors of the toughest contact center or office, they are designed for quality-conscious professionals requiring HD voice clarity, durability and all-day comfort. Users can manage calls seamlessly through the call control unit and enjoy the stereo sound quality from the high quality neodymium speakers.

- Unibody headband construction for maximum strength at stress points
- Ultra sonic welded ergonomic call control unit is strong and compact
- High quality neodymium speakers for high definition audio quality
- 90 degree turnable speaker housings for space saving storage and transport

BADGER PART NUMBER:
SC 630 USB CTRL  Single-sided
SC 660 USB CTRL  Dual-sided

Speakerphones

SP 10
Sennheiser SP 10 and SP 10 ML are premium portable speakerphones designed for Unified Communications business professionals to make both personal and small group conferences on PC/softphone. Sennheiser HD sound quality and voice clarity provide better user interaction. Lightweight, streamlined styling and superb finish give a high-quality appearance. Features include dual talk function, echo canceling, music setting and a protective carrying pouch.

- Maximized UC Performance - SP 10/ 10 ML is compatible with leading UC platforms such as Microsoft Lync, Cisco, Avaya and IBM - with a plug and play experience
- Exceptional Sound - Replace PC and mobile phone speakers and microphone sound with legendary Sennheiser sound quality. Conference calls will never be the same
- Iconic Design - Streamlined styling, superb finish and a lightweight, compact design signal high-end quality wherever you choose to set up your office
- Outstanding Communication - Sennheiser voice clarity, echo cancellation and dual talk function ensure a cleaner sound and a more natural conversation flow.

BADGER PART NUMBER:
SP 10
SP 10 ML
SP 20
Sennheiser SP 20 and SP 20 ML are premium portable speakerphones designed for mobile business professionals for both personal and small group conferences on PC/softphone and mobile phone or tablet. Built-in cable system connects directly to PC and mobile phone or tablet. Sennheiser HD sound quality and voice clarity provide better interaction. Lightweight, streamlined styling and superb finish give a high-quality appearance. Features include dual talk function, echo canceling, music setting and protective carrying pouch.
- Maximized UC Performance - SP 20/ 20 ML is compatible with leading UC platforms such as Microsoft Lync, Cisco, Avaya and IBM - with a plug and play experience
- Exceptional Sound - Replace PC and mobile phone speakers and microphone sound with legendary Sennheiser sound quality. Conference calls will never be the same
- Iconic Design - Streamlined styling, superb finish and a lightweight, compact design signal high-end quality wherever you choose to set up your office
- Outstanding Communication - Sennheiser voice clarity, echo cancellation and dual talk function ensure a cleaner sound and a more natural conversation flow.

BADGER PART NUMBER:
SP 20
SP 20 ML

SC30/SC60 USB ML
- Optimized for Microsoft Lync – with integrated all control and USB connector
- Sennheiser HD voice clarity – wideband sound for a natural listening experience
- Noise canceling microphone – filters out ambient noise for optimum speech clarity
- High-Comfort – large ear pads in a lightweight headset for relaxed wearing
- Solid construction – crafted with look and feel in mind
- Bendable boom arm – ensures microphone position is always optimal. SC30 cannot be twisted out of position.
- Pivotable boom – rotates through 340 degrees for precision microphone placement
- ActiveGard™ – technology protects you from acoustic shock and sudden sound surges
- Peace of mind – 2-year international warranty

BADGER PART NUMBER:
SC30-USB-ML Monaural
SC60-USB-ML Binaural

SD Office ML
Convertible Wireless Headset
- Optimized for Microsoft Lync
- Noise-canceling microphone – filters out ambient noise for optimum speech clarity
- Talk Time – 8 hours in wideband sound mode and 12 hours in narrowband sound mode
- Intelligent fast charging – 50% in 20 minutes gives you 4 hours talk time
- Intuitive user interface – Mute microphone and adjust volume up or down
- 2-Year warranty

BADGER PART NUMBER
SDOFFICE-ML

SD Pro 1/Pro 2 ML
Monaural Wireless Headset
- Optimized for Microsoft Lync - 2-Year warranty
- Noise-canceling microphone – filters out ambient noise for optimum speech clarity
- Talk Time – 8 hours in wideband sound mode and 12 hours in narrowband sound mode
- Intelligent fast charging – 50% in 20 minutes gives you 4 hours talk time
- Intuitive user interface – Mute microphone and adjust volume up or down

BADGER PART NUMBER:
SD-PRO1-ML Monaural
SD-PRO2-ML Binaural

View our searchable electronic catalog at: www.badgercommunications.com
MB Pro 1 / MB Pro 2
MB Pro 1 and MB Pro 2 are premium Bluetooth* headsets for business professionals who demand wireless communication freedom, brilliant sound quality, and exceptional wearing comfort. With an ultra noise-cancelling microphone equipped with a single channel noise reduction system, the MB Pro headsets reduce background noise, such as car road noise and air conditioning fans. Combined with Sennheiser HD sound and Room Experience™ technology*, the MB Pro headsets provide the listener with a clearer and more natural sound on calls. High-quality robust design includes a large leatherette ear pad for powerful sound and extra wearing comfort. Up to 15 hours of talk time. * Double-sided variants only.

BADGER PART NUMBER:
MB Pro 1  MB Pro 1 - High End, single-sided, Bluetooth Mobile Business headset (Dongle NOT included)
MB Pro 2  MB Pro 2 - High End, dual-sided, Bluetooth Mobile Business headset (Dongle NOT included)

MB Pro 1 UC/ MB Pro 2 UC
Optimized for major softphone and Unified Communications brands, MB Pro 1 UC and MB Pro 2 UC are premium Bluetooth® headsets for UC business professionals who demand wireless communication freedom, brilliant sound quality, and exceptional wearing comfort. With an ultra noise-cancelling microphone equipped with a single channel noise reduction system, the MB Pro headsets reduce background noise, such as car road noise and air conditioning fans. Combined with Sennheiser HD sound and Room Experience™ technology*, the MB Pro headsets provide the listener with a clearer and more natural sound on calls. High-quality robust design includes a large leatherette ear pad for powerful sound and extra wearing comfort. Up to 15 hours of talk time. * Double-sided variants only.

BADGER PART NUMBER:
MB Pro 1 UC  High End, single-sided, Bluetooth Mobile Business headset with charging stand and small dongle for UC solutions like Cisco, Avaya, IBM Sametime
MB Pro 2 UC  High End, dual-sided, Bluetooth Mobile Business headset with charging stand and small dongle for UC solutions like Cisco, Avaya, IBM Sametime

MB Pro 1 UC ML/ MB Pro 2 UC ML
Certified for Skype for Business, MB Pro 1 UC ML and MB Pro 2 UC ML are premium Bluetooth® headsets for UC business professionals who demand wireless communication freedom, brilliant sound quality, and exceptional wearing comfort. With an ultra noise-cancelling microphone equipped with a single channel noise reduction system, the MB Pro headsets reduce background noise, such as car road noise and air conditioning fans. Combined with Sennheiser HD sound and Room Experience™ technology*, the MB Pro headsets provide the listener with a clearer and more natural sound on calls. High-quality robust design includes a large leatherette ear pad for powerful sound and extra wearing comfort. Up to 15 hours of talk time. * Double-sided variants only.

BADGER PART NUMBER:
MB Pro 1 UC ML  High End, single-sided, Bluetooth Mobile Business headset with charging stand and small dongle for UC applications. Certified for Skype for Business
MB Pro 2 UC ML  High End, dual-sided, Bluetooth Mobile Business headset with charging stand and small dongle for UC applications. Certified for Skype for Business

Presence™ UC/UC ML
PRESENCE™ is a series of premium Bluetooth® headsets for mobile professionals demanding consistently clear communication for themselves and their listeners around the office, in the car and outdoors. Fully compatible with all leading Unified Communication platforms, UC variants are designed for multi connectivity, allowing users to switch seamlessly between softphone and mobile calls while enjoying the freedom of mobile wireless connectivity.

• With a unique three digital microphone system, PRESENCE™ provides the ultimate speech intelligibility in all sound environments – both indoors and outdoors.
• Seamlessly switch between softphone and mobile calls, effectively combining your in-office headset and your mobile headset.
• Unique SpeakFocus™ and WindSafe™ technologies enhance Sennheiser voice clarity in all sound environments to provide your listener with a consistently clear sound.
• PRESENCE™ delivers up to 10 hours’ call time between charges and freedom to move up to 25 meters from source, depending on environment.
• PRESENCE™ is compatible with leading UC platforms such as Skype for Business, Cisco, Avaya and IBM and provides a plug and play experience.
• Intuitive on/off function with sliding microphone boom arm, means you are always in control of your calls.

BADGER PART NUMBER:
Presence UC ML  High End Bluetooth Mobile Business headset with small dongle for UC, Carrying case included. A2DP, Voice prompt, music streaming. Certified for Skype for Business

Every effort has been made to ensure the integrity of this catalog. Badger Communications cannot be held responsible for any misrepresentation associated with any products due to omissions, typographic errors or misprints.
**BTD 800 USB / BTD 800 USB ML**

The BTD 800 USB and BTD 800 USB ML dongles are in combination with the PRESENCE™ UC or the Mobile Business Pro Series headsets a solution that is compatible with leading UC platform providers such as Cisco, Avaya and IBM. This powerful combination provides you with a high-end solution that lets you maximize the potential of your Unified Communications.

- Optimized for Unified Communications PC based systems – simply plug in to your PC. HeadSetup needed to enable call control.
- Sennheiser HD voice clarity – wideband sound for a natural listening experience
- High quality audio mode enhanced for listening to music
- Small size dongle - easy to carry in your pocket - and stays discretely plugged in to the PC
- Peace of mind – thanks to the 2 year international warranty
- Supported operation systems Windows, Mac

**BADGER PART NUMBER:**

BTD 800 USB
BTD 800 USB ML

---

**UI710**

Passive Universal Interface

- Compact, passive interface for handset/headset switch
- Line-powered (no battery or AC power required)
- 2-Year warranty

**BADGER PART NUMBER:**

UI710

**AIA01**

In-Line Amplifier

- In-line volume control and mic mute switch
- Line-powered (no battery or AC power required)
- Compact, light-weight design
- 2-Year warranty

**BADGER PART NUMBER:**

AIA01

**AMS01**

Mute Switch

- Locking mute switch • Compact, in-line mute
- 60-Day warranty

**BADGER PART NUMBER:**

AMS01

**ATC2**

Training Cable for SH and CC Series headsets

- Microphone mute capability

**BADGER PART NUMBER:**

ATC2

**SNB01**

Behind-the-Neck Adapter

- For Monaural Sennheiser Communications Headsets

**BADGER PART NUMBER:**

SNB01

---

**UI770**

Universal Amplifier

- Compatible with all Sennheiser Communications call center headsets and with most telephones
- Recorder out-jack for convenient call recording
- Dynamic volume control • Microphone mute
- Optional PC connectivity
- Sleek new design w/smaller footprint

**BADGER PART NUMBER:**

UI770

**USB - ED 01**

Headset connection cable

**BADGER PART NUMBER:**

USB - ED 01

**CSTD01**

Standard Bottom Cable with Easy Disconnect

- Standard Bottom coiled cable with Easy Disconnect to Modular Plug
- Compatible with all Sennheiser interface boxes as well as direct connection to most phones
- Standard mic sensitivity • 60-Day warranty

**BADGER PART NUMBER:**

CSTD01

**EC01**

Left and Right Ear Clips

- For use with any monaural Sennheiser Communications headset
- Provides stability and soft, comfortable on-the-ear operation
- Left and Right clip included
- 60-Day warranty

**BADGER PART NUMBER:**

EC01

---

View our searchable electronic catalog at: [www.badgercommunications.com](http://www.badgercommunications.com)
DECT Wireless Accessories

CEHS
Electronic Hook Switch (EHS) Cord
- Allows freedom to answer and end calls while away from your phone
- For models with EHS compatibility
BADGER PART NUMBER:
CEHS-AV01  EHS cable for Avaya phone models
CEHS-AL01  EHS cable for ALCATEL phone models
CEHS-CI01  EHS cable for Cisco phone models
CEHS-SN01  EHS cable for SNOM phone models
CEHS-PO01  EHS cable for Polycom phone models

CEHS-DHSG
DHSG Adaptor, Remote Answering for Wireless Headsets
- DHSG adapter cable for phone models with DHSG compatibility
BADGER PART NUMBER:
CEHS-DHSG

HSL10
Handset Lifter
- Allows freedom to answer and end calls while away from your phone
- Compatible with Sennheiser office wireless headsets which is invaluable if away from the desk for long periods of time
BADGER PART NUMBER:
HSL10

Every effort has been made to ensure the integrity of this catalog. Badger Communications cannot be held responsible for any misrepresentation associated with any products due to omissions, typographic errors or misprints.